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Introduction


This second edition represents experience gained from the first edition of its use in practice and the current understanding of relevant issues and concerns at 1,5 T, the most common MR field strength. The Joint Working Group (JWG) responsible for this document (ISO/TC 150/SC 6/JWG 2 and IEC/SC 62B/JWG 1) releases this edition to promote further developments in this area. The JWG anticipates the possibility that an International Standard might result from this work.

IEC 60601-2-33 provides supporting information. By mutual agreement between the JWG and MT 40, any and all MR scanner-related requirements will be considered by IEC/SC 62B/MT 40 and will be released through future amendments and editions of IEC 60601-2-33.

No requirements contained within this document, including the use of clinical scanners, construe or imply any obligation for compliance on the part of MR scanner manufacturers. Any statement to the contrary is strictly unintentional.

The relationship between product committees is shown in Figure 1. Straight lines represent the relationship and not necessarily a physical connection. Ellipses represent scope, i.e. the effects between patient and scanner, patient and AIMD, and AIMD and scanner.

The JWG is concerned with effects on the AIMD caused by the scanner. ISO/TC 150/SC 6 is concerned with resulting potential hazards to the patient caused by the AIMD. IEC 62B/MT40 is concerned with potential hazards to the patient caused by the MR scanner.

The test methods contained in this document for evaluating device operation against several hazards are applicable to a broad class of AIMDs. Tests for particular device types are not included. Specific compliance criteria and the

Figure 1 — Responsibilities of product committees illustrating the extent of the scope of this document in terms of the effects between AIMDs and MR scanners
determination of risk resulting from device behavioural responses during these tests are outside the scope of this document.

NOTE The device manufacturer, regulatory agencies and particular product committees, are responsible for setting specific compliance criteria and the determination of risk. For example, ISO/TC 150/SC 6 might turn the general provisions of this document into product-specific requirements.

The test methods in this document were derived from six known or foreseeable potential hazards to patients with an AIMD undergoing an MR scan. These general hazards give rise to specific test methods as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General hazard</th>
<th>Test method</th>
<th>Clause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heat</td>
<td>RF field-induced heating of the AIMD</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gradient field-induced device heating</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration</td>
<td>Gradient field-induced vibration</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force</td>
<td>$B_0$-induced force</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque</td>
<td>$B_0$-induced torque</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unintended stimulation</td>
<td>Gradient field-induced lead voltage (extrinsic electric potential)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RF field-induced rectified lead voltage</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malfunction</td>
<td>$B_0$ field-induced device malfunction</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RF field-induced device malfunction</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gradient field-induced device malfunction</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined fields test</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 depicts the relationship between the three output fields of an MR scanner (RF, gradient, and $B_0$) and the hazards considered by this document. In the figure, extrinsic electric potential and RF rectification are represented as Unintended Stimulation and heat is shown as occurring from two sources, Electrode Heating and Device Heating. Numbers in parentheses indicate clause numbers. For example, RF field-induced heating of electrodes is evaluated according to the test method in Clause 8.
Figure 2 — Relationship between MR scanner output fields (RF, gradient, $B_0$) and hazards (test method clause numbers in parentheses)

Evaluation of the AIMD for these hazards involves some combination of testing and modelling. Tests in Clauses 8 through 16 may use bench-top testing, modelling, MR scanners, or a combination of these approaches. The test in Clause 17 uses an MR scanner. Devices are subjected to radiated fields or injected voltages in order to witness behavioural responses. Modelling may be employed to determine appropriate test signal voltage levels or to estimate tissue heating, for example. Within this document device immunity to the $B_0$, RF, and gradient fields is evaluated separately, except for Clause 17.

In addition to the tests listed in Table 1, this document contains requirements for markings and accompanying documentation (Clause 18).

RF-induced heating of tissues surrounding an AIMD is caused by elevated local SAR and associated component heating that arises from induced currents.

Gradient-induced device heating is caused by eddy currents.

Device vibration is due to the combined effect of the $B_0$ (static) and gradient fields.

Force and torque is caused by $B_0$ (static) interaction with magnetic materials.

Extrinsic electric potential is meant to imply that the induced voltage comes from outside the device as in the case of gradient-induced stimulation or modification of output pulses due to superposition. The result involves voltages not caused by a device malfunction.

Rectification of induced voltages can occur if the induced voltage is high enough to cause nonlinear circuit elements to conduct, for example, an input protection diode. Rectification might result in voltage pulses occurring at a distal
electrode. The resulting rectified voltage is an unintended consequence of the reaction of the AIMD and is not considered a device failure or malfunction, per se.

Malfunction is meant to capture a wide range of performance issues, such as degradation of performance, loss of function, unintentional responses, etc., due to device failure caused by, for example, the improper operation of a circuit element or motor. Since malfunctions are highly device-specific, and unknown in a general sense for all AIMD types, they remain undefined in this document.

This document applies to AIMDs that are intended to be introduced into certain MR environments. It applies only to AIMDs that do not use sensing functions or to AIMDs that are programmed not to use sensing functions to affect therapy delivery during an MR scan.

The Combined Fields Test establishes an *in vitro* evaluation of the AIMD functioning under simultaneous exposure to the static, gradient, and RF magnetic field conditions. Unlike the maximal exposures required in the tests for Clauses 8 through 16, the Combined Fields Test exposes the AIMD to levels and temporal patterns of all three MR scanner magnetic field outputs simultaneously. The Combined Field Test alone does not constitute a comprehensive assessment of device performance and should be considered as one part of the overall assessment process.

Test methods described in this document are primarily designed and intended as bench-top tests using equipment and techniques producing effects (B0 static, gradient, and RF) representative of those generated by MR 1.5 T scanners. The exception being Clause 17. Although, in a few cases, clinical scanner tests are implied, in all others, the AIMD manufacturer assumes the burden for development and validation of clinical scanner-based test methods. Furthermore, the test signals and parameters specifically described within this document for bench-top testing are not being encouraged or recommended for use on clinical scanners and to do so might result in scanner damage. No scanner operation beyond commercially released clinical performance is required from the MR Manufacturer.

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) draw attention to the fact that it is claimed that compliance with this document may involve the use of a patent concerning gradient vibration given in Clause 10.

ISO and IEC take no position concerning the evidence, validity and scope of this patent right.

The holder of this patent right has assured ISO and IEC that he or she is willing to negotiate licences under reasonable and non-discriminatory terms and conditions with applicants throughout the world. In this respect, the statement of the holder of this patent right is registered with ISO and IEC (an example of the patent declaration is shown in Annex G). Further information may be obtained from:

Medtronic, Inc.
Open Innovation and Intellectual Property
8200 Coral Sea St. NE, MVN43
Mounds View, MN 55112
USA

Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this document may be the subject of patent rights other than those identified above. ISO and IEC shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights.
Assessment of the safety of magnetic resonance imaging for patients with an active implantable medical device

1 Scope

This document is applicable to implantable parts of active implantable medical devices (AIMDs) intended to be used in patients who undergo a magnetic resonance scan in 1.5 T, cylindrical (circular or elliptical cross-section) bore, whole body MR scanners operating at approximately 64 MHz with whole body coil excitation.

NOTE 1 Requirements for non-implantable parts are outside the scope of this document.

The tests that are specified in this document are type tests that characterize interactions with the magnetic and electromagnetic fields associated with an MR scanner. The tests can be used to demonstrate device operation according to its MR Conditional labelling. The tests are not intended to be used for the routine testing of manufactured products.

NOTE 2 Modification of these tests for particular device types is left to particular product committees.

NOTE 3 Other interested parties, such as device manufacturers, regulatory agencies, and particular product committees, are responsible for setting specific compliance criteria and determining risk.

NOTE 4 Safety requirements for MR scanners can be found in IEC 60601-2-33.

NOTE 5 The scope is limited to AIMDs that do not use sensing functions or to AIMDs that are programmed not to use sensing functions to affect therapy delivery during an MR scan.

2 Normative references

The following documents, in whole or in part, are normatively referenced in this document and are indispensable for its application. For dated references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document (including any amendments) applies.

IEC 60601-2-33, Medical electrical equipment — Part 2-33: Particular requirements for the basic safety and essential performance of magnetic resonance equipment for medical diagnosis

ASTM F2052, Standard Test Method for Measurement of Magnetically Induced Displacement Force on Medical Devices in the Magnetic Resonance Environment

ASTM F2213, Standard Test Method for Measurement of Magnetically Induced Torque on Medical Devices in the Magnetic Resonance Environment

ASTM F2503, Standard Practice for Marking Medical Devices and Other Items for Safety in the Magnetic Resonance Environment